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860-880 Lake Shore Drive consists of two twenty-six story rectangular towers set a
short distance apart, with their long sides at right angles to each. 'rhe two structures
are connected by a steel canopy. The apartment floors are carried on a steel skeleton
whose measurements are the governing principle for the exterior. design of the struc·tures.
The long sides of the buildings arc divided into five bays and "the short sides into three
bays, each bay twenty-one feet wide. This clear expression of the steel skeleton is emphasized at the ground levei by the cohmms that stand free of the recessed walls of the
lobby, forming an arcade around the base of each building. Each bay is divided into four
parts, with the t\-10 outer sections nine inches narrower than the two center panes. This
variation is not a structural requirement but rather a creative element in the design.
The horizontal pattern of the windows is subordinate to the vertical lines of the
columns. The strong vertical emphasis of the buildings is due to the narrow vertical 1-'
beam rails, which rise from the second floor (the top of the arcade) to the roof line,
welded to the columns and mullions. The use of the I-beams to produce the desired appearance on the elevations was determined by a requh'ement of the Chicago Building Code at Lte
tim.::.. steel-framed buildings hacl to be fireproofed with two inches of concrete all
the structural s'ceel. If Nies had left the buildings with the concrete exposed, the result would have been two ungainly cages of concrete filled with glass, without a strong
sense of height and upward motion.
To
the problem of the concrete covering, Hies finished the concrete-covered
columns and mullions with black steel plate, and then welded on to the plate I-beams eight
inches deep. To those who were shocked at the way Mies had used a structural material,
steel, as applied ornament, "che architect gave both a ·good reason for the I-beams and the
real reason.
the I-beanls formed window seperations they make perfectly good sense'.
A metal rail is needed to· seperate the windows, and mullions, l'-lies explained, might as weJ.I
deep and narrow' as· \-,ide an.d flat. As for taking those same deep and narrow I-beams and
welding them on to the steel that covers the concrete, \<ihich in turn covers the st.ructural
cclumn, he explained further:
I

It was very important to preserve and extend the rhythm which the
mullions set up on the rest of the building. We looked at the model
without the steel section attached to the corner column and it did
not look right. That is the real reason. NOW, the other reason is
that this steel section was needed to stiffen the plate which covers
the corner column so this plate would not ripple,· and also we needed
it for strength when the sections were hoisted into place. Now, of
course, that's a very good reason, but the other is the real
The steel plates also served another function. They were used as forms into which the
required concrete was puured. Prior-' to the construction of 860-880, these forms were
usually made of wood and had to be removed after the concrete hardened. Then the concrete
had to be finished with some facing material to ma},e it look less rough. By using forms
of steel plate and welding the I-beams to the plates before they \vere put in place, Mies
fulfilled two ends by the same means.
Floor-to-ceiling \-Jindows of clear glass are set into aluminum frames \vithin the
skelc ':".on. In order to have, a uniform appearance, all apartments were furnished with cur-':-·,
tains of the same light color, with a second curtain track inside the first for tenants
who might want there own curtains. Though the building presents a uniform pattern to the
outside \'lOrld, each apartment plan is flexible because of the \-Jide and regular spacing of
the colunms. The north building \vas designed with eight three-and-one-half room apartments
on each floor, and the south building with four six-room apart.rnentsi in some cases,
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dpartments have been combined to form larger units. These apartments are an example of .
Mies's theory of universal
a space which is capable of many functions at one time
and allows for changes in function over a period of time. Such versatility makes it possible for a building to be adapted to a new use rather than replaced.
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The buildings of Ludwig l-lies van der Rohe revived in Chicago the tradition of rat.iona1
design and the clear expression of structure which had developed in the city during the
1880s and 1890s and was later called the Chicago school of architecture. '1'he principles and
achievements of the Chico_go school were temporarily ignored as the movement faded from prominence during the first decades of the twentieth century, and Uleir revitalization in the
city of their origin was to come by way of Europe. The first and most forceful demonstration:
of Mies 1 s idea3 for tall steel and glc: 3S structures is found in the biO apartment building.'::
at 860-880 Lake Shore Drive, built betvleen 1949 and 1951. No other buildings by 11ies had :;;0 ,
immediate or so strong an impact on his American contemporaries, and the influence of the
'
two structures was to pervade much of modern architecture.
In 1913, Mies opened his own office in Berlin and returned to it after serving as an
,
army engineer during the First World VJar. Between 1915l and 1921, he develupec1 sketches for
I'
two all-glass skyscrapers, one of twenty stories and one of thirty. These radically innova-·
tive, almost prescient drawings were exhibited soon after they were made, and they brou9ht
Mies to the forefront of the modern movement in Germany. Peter Blake, in his biogrc:>.pby of
Mies, states that these sketches of the 1920s were so dal-ing that "modern arcr:i tecture,
quite literally, has not been the same since ... For here, with a single stroke of the pen, as
it were, Hies laid the foundation for all the great stee1-and-metal skyscrapers we see about.
us today.1I Thirty years later, these projects would result in the two buildings at 860-880
Lake Shore Drive. They were to be the first demons-trati0n of what 11ies was saying in the
drawings of the 1920Si they are the strongest, clearest, and as Blake puts it, lithe most
deceptively simple expression of his ideas he ever made."
In 1937, after the forced closing of the Bauhaus which he had served as director, Mies
vias invited to become the director of the School of Architecture at the Armour Institute of I:
Technology in Chicago, and the follovling year he left Germany for the united States. In 1940,
the Armour Institute merged v1ith the Lewis Institute to form the Illinois Institute of Tech-·
no logy , and Mies was given the cormnission to plan a nm'l campus for the school.
In 1946, Mies met and became friendly with a real estate developer, Herbery Greenwald.
The two men got along well because, according to Mies, Greenwald was not interested mainly
in profit but rather wanted to "leave his stamp on the scene " by promoting the development
of the best architecture possible within the context of modern building technology and economics. Two years after they met, Mies designed the Promontory Apartments in Chicago for
Greemva1d. While the Promontory was under const:ruction, Mics designed the hlO buildiJ.gs at
860-880 Lake Shore Drive, also for Greenwald. The plan was developed from an alternative
version of the Promontory, a reinforced concrete frame structure for which Mies had also
drawn a steel and glass version, and from the 1920s drawing for two towers. Construction of j •.
860-880 began in December, 1949 and .was finished in 1951.
To the architect .Richard Neutra, tne 860-880 t:owers "appeared like the wonderful conclusion of a lifelong aspiring formation of ideas. It is a moral force which sets the Miesian production aparti it is not mere formal abstraction." According to Hies, an orderly
building can be a powerful force for
order in the world around it. Both the design
and siting of 860-880 express this idea. Althou9h the site is not large, there is a sense
of open space at ground level which is due to the arrangement of the two structures at right
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angles to each other. This is in contrast to the usual arrangement of structures along Lake'·
Shore Drive: close-ranked in a line, resulting in a wall of tall buildings which cuts off
areas farther inland from contact with Lake Michigan. There is a feeling of easy access to
the buildings because the lobbies are flush Yli·th the surrounding pavement. Seventeen-foothigh walls of clear glass set \"ell back from the supporting columns provide a clear tran:sition between the interior and. the exterior but also ini:egrate the two. The buildings are
separate yet joined by a canopy and the paved area around them. "P. 1963 article on "Mies'
Urban Spaces" stated that 86--880 suggests i:::. new urban pa.ttern which is "in scale with the
pedestrian as well as the fast moving traffic of the major ·t.horoughfare 0" Mies I s plan fol."
the campns of lIT and Jche Chicago Federal Center make similar city planning statements on
a larger scale, all within the context of existing conditions.
The "Glass Houses," as the new buildings were soon nicknamed, were not only radically
new in terms of form but also as a type of habitation. In November, 1951, the author of an
article in the Chicago Tribune, headlined "People Do Live in Glass Houses!" wondered about
the psychological effect of living "high in the air with no solid \valls to
off one I S ;
living quarters from the abyss outside. This is the fartllest man has S!ver got from his cave
dwelling days. The author of the article had no answer to his question. Even now, twenty-:;
eight years later, \-,hen tall glass buildings are an accepted part of the cityscape, the c3e
bate of the effects of high-rise living, on both those
live in such buildings and the
whole city environment, continues.
.
Mies belived that architecture is "the will of an epoch translated into space," and at
its highest level expresses the moving forces of that epoch. The driving force of the pre'- ,
sent time, he believed, is its striving for universality, and contemporary architecture
must express this character if it is to be valuable. These ideas are the operating principles of 860-880 Lake Shore Drive, externally and internal J.y .The appearance of the buildings is a result of their structure and a technology v1hich is
accplicable. Hies
stated that his intention was to reverse the catch phrase, "form follows function," derived
from the writings of Louis Sullivan. He said: "We reverse this and IT,ake a practicaJ. and satisfying shape, and then fit the functions into it. Today this is the only practical was to
build because the functions of most buildings are continually changing, but economically
the buildings cannot change."
The buildings at 860-880 became prototypes for steel and glass skyscrapers 2.round the
world, though the derivatives do not always live up to the high standards of their source.
The original buildings are, as Blake put it, "deceptively simple." Walter Peterhans, \'lho
taught with Mies at lIT wrote of 860-880 soon after their construction: "These towers testify to a new and until now unknown spirit.'I'hey are built out of the familiar materials,
steel and glass, and yet it is as though they introduce the era of steel and glass, as if
steel and glass are seen for the first time." BY transforming these familar materials into
a new and classic form at 860-880 Lake Shore Drive, Mies shaped a major part of the architecture of the b.'enthicth· century.
In current discussions of the state of contemporary architec:..:ure, the pln:asE-s "post-modern" and "p os t - MleSlan are f requent 1 y heard. 'I'here may be disputes about: what architecture is becoming or what it should be, and there are differing interpretations of its
recent past. hlhat can be agreed upon, however, is the importance of certain structures
If
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which have so influenced the course of Jl.merican architecture that today there is this kind
of debate. '1'})e modernist or "Miesian" ideas which have dominated architectural design of
the last tv!enty-five years or so, since the construction of 860-880 Lake Shore Drivo, may
be criticized nov! on various grounds; this does not diminish but rather points out the significance of those buildings which had so rapid and overwhelming an influence of the architecture of the 1950s, 19605, and 1970s. 860-880 Lake Shore Drive was the first of the glass
and steel curtain vmll building, the prototype for so many of the commercial and residentia}
structu.res th?t
up a significan·tportion of the urban environment today. These buildings are properties of both local and national significance: they are less than fifty years
old and have achiieved theil: exceptional significance 'vi thin t_hat time, thus qualifyillg
them for inclusion on the National r,..:!gister of Historic Places.
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From a point of beginning at the intersection of the west property ·line of 860-880 Lake shari
Drive and the south line of East Delaware Place; east along this south line of E. Delaware
Pl. for a distance of 102.6' to its intersection with the east line of North Lake Shore Dr-d
south along this east line of N. Lake Shore Dr. for a distance of 242.42' to its intersecticlI
with the north line of East Chestnut Street; west along thus north line of E. Chestnut St. I
for a distance of 205 _55' to i·ts intersection with the itJest property line of 860-880 Lake
.
Shore D..L....;:10rth a.JJm.g thj s
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